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Statement of Purpose and Basis 

The Record ofDecision (ROD) presents the selected remedy for the Operable Unit No.2 of 
the Rotron-Woodstock class 2 inactive hazardous waste disposal site which was chosen in 
accordance with the New York State Environmental Conservation Law. The remedial program 
selected is not inconsistent with the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency 
Plan of March 8, 1990 (40CFR300). 

This decision is based on the Administrative Record of the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) for the Operable Unit No. 2 of the Rotron-Woodstock 
inactive hazardous waste site and upon public input to the Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) 
presented by the NYSDEC. A listing of the documents included as a part of the Administrative 
Record is included in Appendix B of the ROD. 

Assessment of the Site 

Actual or threatened release ofhazardous waste constituents from this site, ifnot addressed 
by implementing the response action selected in this ROD, presents a current or potential significant 
threat to public health and the environment. 

Description of Selected Remedy 

Based on the results ofthe Remediallnvestigation/Feasibility Study (RlfFS) for the Operable 
Unit No.2 of the Rotron-Woodstock and the criteria identified for evaluation of alternatives, the 
NYSDEC has selected a focused contaminated soil excavation and an active groundwater collection 
and treatment remedy for the site. The components of the remedy are as follows: 

In the Plant 4 Area, the construction ofshallow groundwater interception trenches to contain 
existing shallow plumes to the northwest and east ofPlant 4. Shallow groundwater will be 
treated with either an ex-situ air stripper system or in-situ sparge beds; 

In the Plant 4 Area, the contingency for the future installation of bedrock recovery wells 
downgradient of a possible breakthrough of the contaminants of concern (COCs) to the 
bedrock aquifer from the contaminated overburden groundwater; 
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•	 In the Plant 4 Area, the installation of three new bedrock groundwater monitoring wells; 

•	 In the C-J Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the excavation and off-site disposal of 
up to 500 cubic yards ofCOC impacted soils around the former drywelliocation, excluding 
the soils excavated to install French drain systems. 

•	 In the C-J Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two French drain 
systems, one along the former drywell discharge line and the other parallel to the swale, to 
allow for the capture and treatment of contaminated overburden groundwater to prevent 
further movement of this groundwater downward and laterally into the bedrock aquifer; 

•	 In the C-J Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation oftwo additional bedrock 
recovery wells approximately 400 feet south and north of recovery well RW-8 and the 
installation of a bedrock recovery well to the east of the swale closer to the Rotron 
production well PW-2; 

•	 Implementation of institutional controls in the form of a deed restriction, that will require 
prior approval from the NYSDEC and NYSDOH before excavation in the contaminated soils 
remaining on the Rotron property; and 

•	 Since the remedy results in untreated hazardous substances remaining at the site, a long term 
groundwater and surface water monitoring program will be instituted. 

New York State Department of Health Acceptance 

The New York State Department of Health concurs with the remedy selected for this site as 
being protective of human health. 

Declaration 

The selected remedy is protective ofhuman health and the environment, complies with State 
and Federal requirements that are legally applicable or relevant and appropriate to the remedial 
action to the extent practicable, and is cost effective. This remedy utilizes permanent solutions and 
alternative treatment or resource recovery technologies, to the maximum extent practicable, and 
satisfies the preference for remedies that reduce toxicity, mobility, or volume as a principal element. 

Michael J. O'To , Jr., Director Date 
Division of Environmental Re ediation 
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RECORD OF DECISION 

Operable Unit No.2
 
Rotron-Woodstock Site
 

Town of Woodstock, Ulster County, New York
 
Site No. 3-56-009
 

March 2001
 

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF THE RECORD OF DECISION 

The New York State Department of Envirorunental Conservation (NYSDEC) in consultation 
with the New York State Department of Health has selected this remedy to address the 
significant threat to human health and/or the envirorunent created by the presence of hazardous 
waste at the Rotron-Woodstock Site Operable Unit No.2 (OU2),.a Class 2 inactive hazardous 
waste disposal site. As more fully described in Sections 3 and 4 of this document, as part of the 
manufacturing process at the plant, solvents including trichloroethene (TCE), 1,1,1
trichloroethane (TCA), Freon 113, and other volatile organic compounds (VOCs), were utilized. 
In the past, after use these solvents were disposed as waste in various areas on the plant property. 
When disposed of, these waste solvents are considered hazardous wastes. The past disposal of 
hazardous wastes on the plant property has resulted in the contamination of environmental 
media, including overburden soils, shallow overburden groundwater and the bedrock aquifer. 
Contamination of the bedrock aquifer has resulted in the migration of contaminated groundwater 
off site and has impacted nearby private drinking water wells to the west and northwest in the 
past. Historical disposal activities in the OU2 area have resulted in the following significant 
threats to the public health and/or the envirorunent: 

•	 a significant threat to human health associated with the possible ingestion, inhalation or 
direct contact with water from the contaminated bedrock aquifer; 

•	 a significant threat to the health of day laborers or construction workers associated with 
possible contact with contaminated subsurface soils while working in temporary 
excavations on the Rotron-Woodstock Site property; and 

•	 a significant environmental threat associated with the impacts of contaminants in the 
shallow overburden groundwater and bedrock aquifer. 

To expedite the cleanup of the VOC contaminated bedrock aquifer and address the contaminated 
and threatened private wells, the NYSDEC previously agreed to divide the site into two operable 
units. Operable Unit No.1 (OU1) addresses bedrock groundwater to the west, south, southeast, 
and to the north of the site. See Figure 2. Operable Unit No.2 (OU2) addresses remaining on-
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site contaminant sources in shallow groundwater and soils, surface water, and bedrock 
groundwater to the east and to the northeast of the Plant 4 building. These operable units are 
used to separate this site into distinct, manageable areas where each area may require a different 
remedy. Establishment of the two operable units allowed the remediation of groundwater in 
OUI to proceed independent of the investigation of OU2. Significant threats to the public health 
and/or the environment identified in the OUI area were previously addressed in a Record on 
Decision signed in March 1997, and the remedy has been implemented. 

In order to eliminate or mitigate the significant threats to the public health and/or the 
environment that the hazardous wastes disposed at the Rotron-Woodstock Site have caused, the 
following remedy for the OU2 area was selected: 

•	 In the Plant 4 Area, the construction of shallow groundwater interception trenches to 
contain existing shallow plumes to the northwest and east of Plant 4. Shallow 
groundwater will be treated with either an ex-situ air stripper system or in-situ sparge 
beds; 

•	 In the Plant 4 Area, the contingency for the future installation of bedrock recovery wells 
downgradient of a possible breakthrough of the contaminants of concern (COCs) to the 
bedrock aquifer from the contaminated overburden groundwater; 

•	 In the Plant 4 Area, the installation of three new bedrock groundwater monitoring wells; 

•	 In the C-I Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the excavation and off-site disposal 
of up to 500 cubic yards of COC impacted soils around the former drywelliocation, 
excluding the soils excavated to install French drain systems. 

•	 In the C-I Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two French drain 
systems, one along the former drywell discharge line and the other parallel to the swale, 
to allow for the capture and treatment of contaminated overburden groundwater to 
prevent further movement of this groundwater downward and laterally into the bedrock 
aquifer; 

•	 In the C-I Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two additional 
bedrock recovery wells approximately 400 feet south and north of recovery well RW-8 
and the installation of a bedrock recovery well to the east of the swale closer to the 
Rotron production well PW-2; 

•	 Implementation of institutional controls in the form of a deed restriction, that will require 
prior approval from the NYSDEC and NYSDOH before excavation in the contaminated 
soils remaining on the Rotron property; and 

•	 Since the remedy results in untreated hazardous substances remaining at the site, a long 
term groundwater and surface water monitoring program will be instituted. 
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The selected remedy, discussed in detail in Section 8 of this document, is intended to attain the 
remediation goals selected for this site in Section 6 of this Record ofDecision (ROD), in 
conformity with applicable standards, criteria, and guidance (SCGs). 

SECTION 2: SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

The Rotron-Woodstock inactive hazardous waste site is located off Route 375 in the Town of 
Woodstock, Ulster County. The site is located on a 95 acre parcel, most of which is wooded and 
undeveloped. The property is surrounded by residential properties including apartment 
dwellings. Near the center of the Rotron property, a cluster of administrative and industrial 
buildings lie on a low hill. Surface drainage and shallow groundwater are controlled by 
topography. A low lying drainage area, referred to as a swale, lies along the western edge of the 
property. Water in the swale drains slowly toward off-site streams and is believed to also 
infiltrate and recharge an underlying sedimentary bedrock aquifer. See Figure 2. 

Operable Unit No.2, which is the subject of this PRAP, consists of the bedrock groundwater to 
the east and northeast of the Plant 4 building on the Rotron property (see Figure 2), surface water 
and all remaining source areas on the Rotron property. An Operable Unit represents a portion of 
the site remedy which for technical or administrative reasons can be addressed separately to 
eliminate or mitigate a release, threat of release or exposure pathway resulting from the site 
contamination. The remaining operable unit for this site is described in Section 3.2 below. 

SECTION 3: SITE HISTORY 

3.1: OperationaUDisposal History 

Rotron manufactures special purpose air-moving devices and controls. As part of the 
manufacturing operations, solvents are used to degrease metal parts prior to application of paint 
or epoxy or in preparation for other processing steps. From the mid-1960s to 1976, the solvent 
trichloroethene (TCE) was used as the degreaser. After 1976, the solvent 1,1, I-trichloroethane 
(TCA) was used in place ofTCE until 1992. Freon 113 was also used intermittently for 
ultrasonic cleaning from the mid-1960s until 1992. These solvents are volatile organic 
compounds (YOCs). Over time, spent solvents entered soils under the site due to spills and 
discharges from the septic system and have impacted groundwater both on and off of the site. 
Rotron, Inc. records indicate that waste solvents were disposed of from the C-l building through 
a perforated pipe into a dry well located immediately downgradient of the sanitary sand filter and 
near well MW-11. It was also determined that solvent waste materials were disposed of in the 
vicinity of the existing Plant 4 building before its construction. 

3.2: Remedial History 

The site has been designated a Class 2 in the New York State Registry of Inactive Hazardous 
Waste Disposal Sites. Class 2 sites have been determined by the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to pose a significant threat to human health and/or the 
environment and action is required. 
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Investigations conducted in 1982 identified several areas where VOCs were released to the 
environment. These areas included a drain and fonner drywell associated with the C-1 Building, 
the site septic system and sand filter bed, and various locations around the Quonset Huts and 
Plant 4 where spills occurred. The drywell and surrounding gravel have been removed and the 
septic system was cleaned prior to 1982. 

Beginning in 1982, Rotron, Inc. provided granular activated carbon (GAC) filtration units to 
residences and the Fernwood Garden Apartment complex, whose wells had been impacted above 
drinking water standards by the contaminated groundwater. Sampling of private residential wells 
has occurred since 1982. TCE is the primary contaminant of concern and has been detected at 
concentrations up to 720 parts per billion in wells between the western edge of the Rotron 
property and Jones Quarry Road. 

In 1985, soil investigations were conducted in the swale, in the open area between Buildings 4 
and 7, and along the discharge line to the fonner drywell. The studies identified approximately 
1,500 cubic yards ofVOC contaminated soils in the swale and near Building 7. In addition, 
dissolved TCE and TCA were detected in shallow groundwater migrating toward the swale and 
downward into the deeper bedrock aquifer. 

Late in 1985, an attempt was made to remediate VOC contaminated soils through excavation, 
land spreading and volatilization. A shallow groundwater extraction and treatment system was 
also installed immediately east of the swale to remove and treat shallow groundwater in the 
overburden soils. These efforts were not effective due to the low volumes of groundwater 
extracted and the likely recontamination of the saturated soils. Small quantities of co_ntaminated 
groundwater continue to be extracted and treated using an air stripper and activated carbon and 
discharged to the swale in accordance with a State Pollution Discharge Elimination System 
pennit. 

In 1994, it was detennined that the previous remedial measures perfonned at the site were not 
sufficient to address the continuing threat to public health and the environment from the 
contaminated groundwater and that sources ofVOC contaminated soils likely remained on site. 
The NYSDEC and Rotron, Inc. entered into discussions to reach agreement on completing the 
remediation needed at the site. A Order on Consent between Rotron, Inc and the NYSDEC for a 
full remedial program at the site was executed on December 18, 1995. 

A Record of Decision for OU1 was signed in March 1997. The components of the OU1 remedy, 
all of which have now been implemented, are as follows: 

• Continuation of the IRM which included the continued operation of the bedrock 
groundwater recovery well RW-8 and the fonner Fernwood Garden Apartment Wells 
WR-6(1), WR-6(4), and WR-6(A) for plume control and groundwater remediation 
purposes. The treated groundwater is discharged to a receiving stream; 

• The extension of the public water supply to the residents (including the Fernwood Garden 
Apartments) whose wells are either impacted or threatened by the bedrock aquifer 
contaminated groundwater; and 
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•	 An enhanced residential sampling program as outlined by the Ulster County Department 
ofHealth (UCDOH) and the NYSDOH and bedrock well monitoring. 

SECTION 4: SITE CONTAMINATION 

To evaluate the contamination present at the site and to evaluate alternatives to address the 
significant threat to human health and/or the environment posed by the presence of hazardous 
waste, the PRP has conducted a Remedial InvestigationlFeasibility Study (RlIFS) for OU2. 

4.1:	 Summary of the Remedial Investieation 

The purpose of the RI was to define the nature and extent of any contamination resulting from 
previous activities at the site. The OU2 RI was conducted in one phase between April 1997 and 
October 1997. A report entitled Operable Unit #2 Remedial Investigation Report, Rotron, Inc. 
Woodstock Facility, Woodstock, New York has been prepared which describes the field 
activities and findings of the RI in detail. 

The RI included the following activities: 

•	 Passive soil gas and saturated headspace shallow groundwater surveys over major areas 
of the Rotron, Inc. facility were conducted. Samples were analyzed for the COCs; 

Approximately 119 test pits were excavated in potential on site source areas including the 
old scrap dump, the area adjacent to Plant 4 and the area between the swale and the C-l 
building. Soil samples were collected and analyzed for VOCs; 

Direct push sampling, soil boring and rock cores were completed in certain areas of the 
site. Samples were collected and analyzed for VOCs; 

Additional overburden and bedrock monitoring wells were installed and sampled; 

•	 Surface water and sediment samples were collected from streams on the Rotron property; 

A 24 hour pump test was conducted on existing overburden extraction wells RW-2 
through RW-7; 

Homeowner well sampling continued; and 

An indoor air quality investigation was completed in a number of active manufacturing 
buildings on the Rotron, Inc. property. 

To determine which media (soil, groundwater, air, etc.) are contaminated at levels of concern, 
the RI analytical data were compared to environmental Standards, Criteria, and Guidance values 
(SCGs). Groundwater, drinking water and surface water SCGs identified for the Rotron
Woodstock site are based on NYSDEC Ambient Water Quality Standards and Guidance Values 
and Part V of New York State Sanitary Code. For soils, NYSDEC Technical and 
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Administrative Guidance Memorandum (TAGM) 4046 provides soil cleanup guidelines for the 
protection of groundwater, background conditions, and health-based exposure scenarios. In 
addition, for soils, site specific background concentration levels can be considered for certain 
classes of contaminants. Guidance values for evaluating contamination in sediments are 
provided by the NYSDEC "Technical Guidance for Screening Contaminated Sediments". 

Based on the RI results, in comparison to the SCGs and potential public health and 
environmental exposure routes, certain media and areas of the site require remediation. These 
are summarized below. More complete infonnation can be found in the RI Report. 

Chemical concentrations are reported in parts per billion (Ppb) and parts per million (ppm). For 
comparison purposes, where applicable, SCGs are provided for each medium. 

4.1.1: Site Geolo2Y and Hydro2eolo2Y 

The Rotron facility is situated on a drumlin or oval shaped hill composed of silty clay till soils, 
commonly referred to as overburden, overlying bedrock. The thickness of the till varies from 
approximately 10 feet to 93 feet. The till overburden is composed of two distinct fonnations, 
characterized by both a distinct color variation and density difference. The upper till fonnation is 
typically reddish brown and extends from grade to between 15 and 20 feet below grade. The 
upper till is generally saturated below a vadose zone of up to eight feet, and varies seasonally. 
The lower till fonnation is more variable in color then the upper till unit and extends from 
approximately 20 feet below grade to bedrock. The dense and silt-rich soil of the lower till 
serves as an aquitard supporting the swallow watertable zone found in the upper till fonnation. 
There is some limited downward vertical migration of groundwater through the till overburden 
fonnations. There is a limited number ofwashed glacial sediment lenses found both the upper 
and lower till fonnations. 

Total organic carbon (TOC) in the shallow till fonnation was evaluated at various depths 
between 2 and 15 feet below grade. TOC values ranged from over 10,000 milligrams per 
kilogram (mglkg) or 1%, down to 374 mglkg with an average value of621 mglkg or 0.062% for 
soils deeper than 5 feet below grade where the majority of the soil contamination exists. The 
NYSDEC soil cleanup objectives are developed for soil organic carbon content of 1% and should 
be adjusted for the actual soil organic carbon content if it is known. The contaminated soils 
proximity to the water table is also considered when developing final soil cleanup levels as well 
as other site specific factors. 

The fractured bedrock aquifer is composed of interbedded shale and greywacke rock. Two near
vertical fracture clusters were identified on site which allows precipitation to infiltrate the 
bedrock and recharge the aquifer. The fractured bedrock aquifer is used as a primary residential 
drinking water source in the immediate vicinity of the site. There are also three operating 
production wells drawing from the bedrock aquifer on the Rotron facility. 

Undisturbed bedrock groundwater would nonnally flow from the west to the east/northeast 
across the site area. However, as a result ofthe historical pumping of groundwater from the 
bedrock aquifer by residential and Fernwood Garden Apartment wells to the west of the site, 
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natural groundwater elevations are lowered and flow is locally reversed. Contaminants were 
detected in both overburden and bedrock monitoring wells. 

As part of the OUI remedy, public water has been provided for the properties to the west of the 
Rotron facility. With pumping from the private residential wells being discontinued, it is 
anticipated that localized bedrock groundwater flow would return to the natural flow direction to 
the north and northeast. To prevent the possibility of OU 1 contaminated bedrock groundwater 
from moving to the north and northeast, remediation well RW-8 will continue to be operated to 
maintain a localized bedrock groundwater depression in the vicinity of the on-site swale. See 
Figure 3. OU2 bedrock groundwater moves in a north and northeast direction away from the on
site drumlin. If overburden groundwater contamination in the Plant 4 area reaches the 
underlying bedrock aquifer or if existing bedrock aquifer contamination in the swale area escapes 
capture by remediation well RW-8, this could result in the migration of contaminated bedrock 
groundwater to the east and northeast of the site with possible impacts to private residential wells 
in that direction. 

4.1.2: Nature of Contamination 

The most commonly detected contaminant of concern associated with the Rotron-Woodstock 
Site is trichloroethene (TCE). TCE is a colorless, man-made liquid which is used as a solvent for 
removing grease from metal. It generally gets into drinking water by improper waste disposal. 
TCE causes cancer in laboratory animals exposed at high levels over their lifetimes. Whether or 
not TCE causes cancer in humans is unknown. Some humans exposed to large amounts of this 
chemical have had nervous system, liver, and kidney damage. Other contaminants include 1,1,1
trichloroethane (TCA), Freon 113, 1,2-dichloroethene (l,2-DCE) and 1,I-dichloroethane (1,1
DCA). All of these contaminants are volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

As described in the OU2 RI report, soil gas, soil, groundwater, surface water and sediment 
samples were collected at the site to characterize the nature and extent of contamination. Samples 
sent to a laboratory were analyzed for VOCs by EPA method 8260 plus Freon 113 by a NYS
certified laboratory. Data was reviewed by an independent data validator and necessary 
qualifications to the data were noted in the data tables. Temperature, pH, specific conductance, 
turbidity and dissolved oxygen were measured in the field. The NYSDEC also collected 
duplicate samples at some sampling locations for independent verification of the analytical data 
presented in the RI report. The main categories of contaminants which exceed their SCGs in 
soils, overburden groundwater and the bedrock aquifer are VOCs. These compounds are TCE, 
cis-l,2-DCE, 1,1,I-TCA, l,l-DCA and Freon 113 and collectively are referred to as the 
contaminants of concern (COC). 

4.1.3: Extent of Contamination 

Table 1 summarizes the extent of contamination for the contaminants of concern in soil and 
groundwater and compares the data with the SCGs for the site. The following are the media 
which were investigated and a summary of the findings of the investigation. 
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Subsurface Soils 

COCs were positively identified in the subsurface soils near and under Plant 4 as well as in the 
broad zone extending from the C-l building to the swale. A total of up to 150,000 cubic yards of 
soil may exceed adjusted soil cleanup objectives for the site, based on the actual total organic 
carbon (TOC) content of the till formation. Due to the distinct density boundary between the 
upper and lower till units, there appears to be a concentration of COCs at the upper boundary of 
the lower till. 

Plant 4 Area - Test pit and soil boring sampling indicated the presence of TCE, cis-l ,2-DCE, 
1,1,I-TCA, 1,I-DCA and Freon 113 in the subsurface soils in this area at concentrations above 
established cleanup values. Figure 4 shows the estimated extent of soils above the 
NYSDEClDivision of Environmental Remediation Technical and Administrative Guidance 
Memorandum (TAGM) #4046 unadjusted cleanup objectives in three depth intervals. The total 
volume of COC impacted soils above TAGM clean objectives in the Plant 4 area is estimated to 
be 13,000 cubic yards. Up to 60% of these soils lie under the Plant 4, within 5 feet of building 
footings, or deeper than 20 feet below grade. 

C-l Building to the Swale Area - Rotron records indicate that waste solvents were disposed of 
from the C-l building through a perforated pipe into a drywell located near well MW-11. Waste 
solvents, primarily TCE, released to this drainage system would have flowed through the 
perforated pipe to the dry well infiltrating into the upper till along the way. The total volume of 
COC impacted soils above unadjusted clean objectives in this area is estimated to be 32,000 
cubic yards. Figure 5 shows the estimated extent of soils above the established cleanup values 
in two depth intervals. Up to 30% of these soils lie either under existing buildings, within 5 feet 
of building footings, or under the sanitary sand filter system. Approximately 79% of these soils 
are greater than 9 feet in depth. 

Quonset Huts Area - Sampling data indicates that COCs are present under the Quonset huts, the 
maintenance garage, and under the roadway area between the Quonset huts and the C-l building. 
This area is a separate source area from the C-l building due to the presence of 1,1,1-TCA and 
1, I-DCA, which were not present near the C-l building. These COCs have impacted shallow 
overburden groundwater downgradient of this area. The volumes of impacted subsurface soils in 
this area can not be fully dimensioned due to the density of underground utilities in this area. 

Old Scrap Dump - Test pit sampling indicates no soils exceeding the soil cleanup objectives for 
the COCs. 

Groundwater 

In the QUI bedrock groundwater aquifer, the highest TCE concentrations were found in bedrock 
groundwater recovery well RW-8, on the Rotron property, at 890 to 1,400 parts per billion (Ppb) 
and in monitoring well MW-16 at 220 ppb. Both of these wells are located in the swale area on 
the western side of the Rotron property. TCE concentrations in the off-site portion of the OUI 
bedrock aquifer plume range from trace levels (1 to 5 ppb) to 720 ppb in recent years. Freon 
113 was detected in RW-8 from 8 to 50 ppb. Vinyl chloride was detected in RW-8 at trace 
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amounts (3 ppb). Based on this data, the extent of the vac plume in the aU1 bedrock 
groundwater aquifer was determined. The OU1 bedrock groundwater plume boundaries are 
depicted in Figure 2. 

In general, impacts to the shallow groundwater are described in the OU1 RI Report. Shallow 
groundwater plumes have developed downgradient of the Plant 4 source area, the C-1 building 
and the Quonset huts. For the OU2 overburden groundwater, data from the OU2 remedial 
investigation confirms that separate overburden groundwater plumes migrate eastward and 
westward from the Plant 4 area and westward from both the Quonset Huts area and the C-1 
building area towards the swale. See Figures 6 & 7 and Table 1. Concentrations range up to 
5,600 ppb ofTCA, 970 ppb ofTCE and 1,200 ppb of Freon 113 in the Plant 4 plumes. The 
Class GA groundwater standard for these COCs is 5 ppb. The Plant 4 overburden plumes act as 
a continued significant threat to the underlying OU2 bedrock aquifer. 

In the C-1/Swale plume, concentrations range up to 6,100 ppb ofTCE, 400 ppb ofDCE and 90 
ppb ofTCA. Due to the swallow depth of the overburden groundwater, the C-1/Swale plume 
also acts as a continued source of impact to the overburden saturated soils. The C-1/Swale 
plume also continues to impact the underlying OUI bedrock aquifer. The swallow perched 
groundwater along the slope of the drumlin is hydraulically separated from the shallow 
groundwater in the swale. This shallow groundwater is outside the capture zone of the RW-8 
groundwater recovery well. After infiltrating through the till overburden into the fractured 
bedrock, this groundwater flows east towards Rotron's production well PW-2. As the 
groundwater flows through the contaminated soil, a migration pathway for dissolved TCE 
contamination is created which is currently impacting bedrock monitoring well MW-9 at 
approximately 20 ppb. Rotron's production well PW-2 is not impacted. Removal of the 
contaminated soils in this area (in the vicinity of the former drywell) would serve to reduce this 
migration pathway. Figure 3 

For the OU2 bedrock groundwater aquifer, no COCs have recently been detected in the on-site 
bedrock water supply wells, PW-2 and PW-3. These wells draw from a deeper bedrock 
formation than the RW-8 remediation well. No COCs have been detected in the OU-2 bedrock 
monitoring wells downgradient of Plant 4. These include wells MW-12C (adjacent to Plant 4) 
and wells east of Plant 4 MW-31, MW-32A or MW-32B. Wells MW-32A/B also identify a 
vertical upward hydraulic gradient in the bedrock aquifer which could restrict any potential 
eastward bedrock migration of COCs near this well couplet because COCs would discharge at 
grade. The Plant 4 plume continues to significantly threaten the OU2 bedrock aquifer as 
evidenced by the COC concentrations in deeper overburden monitoring well MW-12B (Up to 
560 ppb ofDCA, 68 ppb ofTCA and 89 ppb of Freon 113). See Table 1. 

Surface Water 

Sampling ofsurface water in the small stream flowing south from the swale area at the entrance road 
bridge has periodically identified TCE at up to 10 ppb. At this low level, the TCE is quickly 
volatilized and has not been detected in samples further downstream. 
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Rotron, Inc.' s consultant completed an indoor air quality investigation in all facility buildings where 
employees or others might be present routinely for periods of 1 hour or more per day. The purpose 
ofthe investigation was to determine the daily employee exposure levels to industrial chemicals and 
to determine if the indoor air quality complies with current Federal Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) standards. Potential sources of airborne chemicals in these buildings 
include chemicals stored in buildings, chemicals used in production processes, and chemicals that 
may migrate from contaminated soil and groundwater beneath certain site buildings. 

Rotron, Inc. 's consultant reported that air quality within these buildings complies with industrial air 
quality standards set by OSHA. In no location did site worker exposure exceed current established 
OSHA Permissible Exposure Levels (PEL's) or Short Term Exposure Levels (STEL's), and in all 
cases, the levels of chemicals detected were substantially below the OSHA permissible standard 
levels. 

4.2: Interim Remedial Measures 

An Interim Remedial Measure (IRM) is conducted at a site when a source of contamination or 
exposure pathway can be effectively addressed before completion of the RIfFS. 

In addition to the remedial measures undertaken to address the OUI contaminated groundwater, an 
OU2 groundwater IRM was proposed. As described in the OU2 IRM work plan dated November 
1998, the IRM called for the installation of a bedrock groundwater extraction well approximately 
700 feet north of the existing extraction well RW-8. The objective of this IRM was to provide 
supplemental hydraulic control of the shallow bedrock groundwater contaminant plume and limit 
opportunities for the plume to migrate to off-site areas to the north and north east of the Rotron, Inc. 
facility still serviced by private wells. The work plan for this IRM was approved by the NYSDEC 
in letter dated December 3, 1998. After the installation of a test well at the proposed location and 
the performance of aquifer tests, it was concluded that this well was not suitable for meeting the 
stated objective. A secondary location closer to existing extraction well RW-8 will be evaluated. 

4.3: Summary of Human Exposure Pathways: 

This section describes the types ofhuman exposures that may present added health risks to persons 
at or around the site. A more detailed discussion of the health risks can be found in Appendix L of 
the RI report. 

An exposure pathway is the manner by which an individual may come in contact with a 
contaminant. The five elements of an exposure pathway are 1) the source of contamination; 2) the 
environmental media and transport mechanisms; 3) the point ofexposure; 4) the route ofexposure; 
and 5) the receptor population. These elements of an exposure pathway may be based on past, 
present, or future events. 

Pathways which are known to or may exist at the site include: 
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•	 the possible future ingestion of water containing COCs from the bedrock aquifer system; 

•	 the possible inhalation and/or dennal contact of COCs during the occasional construction 
excavation work on the Rotron. Inc. property; 

•	 the inhalation of indoor air containing trace quantities of COCs that could penetrate the 
building floor from underlying contaminated soils; and 

•	 the direct contact with COCs in surface water flowing through the Rotron property. 

Groundwater used for industrial, sanitary and drinking water purposes on the Rotron facility has not 
showed detectable levels of COCs in over 4 years. OU2 bedrock groundwater to the east and 
northeast of the Rotron, Inc. property is threatened, but currently has not been impacted by COCs 
based on data collected during the OU-2 RI. Therefore, although potential exposure pathways exist, 
they do not appear to be complete at this time. 

In all areas where COCs were identified in the soil, the contamination was detennined to be several 
feet beneath.the ground surface, or in areas covered with paved surfaces. Therefore, humans are not 
considered to be exposed to COCs in soils unless invasive subsurface activities occur. 

Day laborers and construction workers may be exposed through inhalation and/or dennal contact to 
gaseous VOCs while working in temporary excavations on the Rotron property. VOC vapor 
headspace concentrations recorded in soils from the upper six feet of the OU2 test pits were found 
to be below the National Institute of Safety and Health (NIOSH) pennissible exposure levels. 
Therefore day workers are not likely to be exposed to occupational COC concentrations above those 
approved by OSHA. 

A comprehensive indoor air quality study was perfonned for each of the Rotron, Inc. buildings by 
Rotron's consultant. This work is presented in a report dated April 30, 1997. COCs were not 
detected within any of the site buildings; therefore no exposures exceeding NIOSH pennissible 
exposure levels are anticipated by Rotron's consultant. 

Sampling of surface water in the small stream flowing south from the swale area has periodically 
identified low levels (10 ppb or less) ofCOCs in the past. These levels were reduced downstream 
through dilution to non-detectable levels. This stream is seasonal in nature and not used for 
recreational purposes. On-site COC exposures to humans are not expected under present-use or 
future use scenarios. Since downstream segments are diluted by other headwater streams, no 
downstream exposures to humans are anticipated. 

4.4:	 Summary of Environmental Exposure Pathways 

Samples from a unnamed intennittent creek receiving drainage from the swale area of the site have 
periodically identified low levels of COCs in the past. Since the stream is seasonal in nature and 
since downstream segments are diluted by other headwater streams, remediation in the creek will 
not be necessary. No other environmental exposure pathways were identified. 
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SECTION 5: ENFORCEMENT STATUS 

Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) are those who may be legally liable for contamination at a 
site. This may include past or present owners and operators, waste generators, and haulers. 

The NYSDEC and Rotron, Inc. entered into a Consent Order on December 18, 1995. The Order 
obligates the responsible parties to implement a full remedial program. 

The following is the chronological enforcement history of this site. 

Order on Consent 

Date Index Subject 
12/18/95 W3-0719-95-2 Full Remedial Program 

SECTION 6: SUMMARY OF THE REMEDIATION GOALS 

Goals for the remedial program have been established through the remedy selection process stated 
in 6 NYCRR Part 375-1.10. The overall remedial goal is to meet all Standards, Criteria and 
Guidance (SCGs) and be protective of human health and the environment. At a minimum, the 
remedy selected must eliminate or mitigate all significant threats to public health and/or the 
environment presented by the hazardous waste disposed at the site through the proper application 
of scientific and engineering principles. 

The goals selected for this site are: 

•	 Eliminate, to the extent practicable, ingestion and direct contact with groundwater affected by the 
site that does not attain NYSDOH Drinking Water Standards; 

•	 Eliminate, to the extent practicable, off-site migration ofgroundwater that does not attain NYSDEC 
Class GA Ambient Water Quality Criteria; 

•	 Eliminate, to the extent practicable, migration ofcontaminated shallow groundwater in the 
Plant 4 area to the on-site receiving stream and to the underlying bedrock aquifer such that 
there are no exceedances ofapplicable environmental quality standards; 

•	 Eliminate, to the extent practicable, exceedances of applicable environmental quality 
standards related to releases ofcontaminants from on-site soils to the groundwater and /01' 

surface water of the State ofNew York; and 

•	 Eliminate, to the extentpracticable, ingestion, direct contact, or inhalation ofCOCs in on-site soils. 

SECTION 7: SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The selected remedy must be protective of human health and the environment, be cost effective, 
comply with other statutory laws and utilize permanent solutions, alternative technologies or 
resource recovery technologies to the maximum extent practicable. Potential remedial alternatives 
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for the Rotron-Woodstock site were identified, screened and evaluated in the report entitled 
Rotron,Inc. Woodstock Facility Operable Unit #2 Draft Feasibility Study. 

Excavation ofall impacted soil above TAGM cleanup objectives in the C-l Building, Quonset Huts 
and Swale Area was considered (Alternative B3). This would have involved the excavation of 
approximately 45,000 cubic yards of soil. A majority of these soils were either within 5 feet of the 
footings of the buildings that are used for active manufacturing purposes, under the sanitary sand 
filter system or were greater than 9 feet in depth. The removal, transport and disposal of these soils 
would severely impact plant operations, have a significant high cost relative to the benefit and still 
would leave impacted soils on site which are either under buildings or at to great a depth to 
feasiblelyexcavate. Rather targeted excavation of hot spots was considered, with the remainder of 
the soils be addressed indirectly by shallow and bedrock groundwater containment and treatment as 
discussed below. Alternative B3 was not carried through the detailed analysis of alternatives. 

A summary ofthe detailed analysis follows. As presented below, the time to implement reflects only 
the time required to implement the remedy, and does not include the time required to design the 
remedy, procure contracts for design and construction or to negotiate with responsible parties for 
implementation of the remedy. 

7.1: Description of Remedial Alternatives 

The potential remedies are intended to address the contaminated soils and groundwater at the site. 
Due to the different conditions and parameters between the Plant 4 area and the C-l Building, 
Quonset Huts and Swale area, potential remedies have been developed separately for each area. 

A - Plant 4 Area 

Alternative Al - No Action with Monitoring 

Present Worth: $ 525.000 
Capital Cost: $ 40.000 
AnnuaIO&M: $ 32,000 
Time to Implement J month 

The No Action alternative is evaluated as a procedural requirement and as a basis for comparison. 
It requires continued monitoring only, allowing the site to remain in an umemediated state. This 
alternative would leave the site in its present condition and would not provide any additional 
protection to human health or the environment. Any improvement in groundwater quality would 
be the result of natural degradation of existing contamination. This alternative would involve the 
semi-annual monitoring of7 overburden wells (MW-l2A, MW-12B, MW-13, MW-18, MW-28, 
MW-29 and MW-30) and 3 surface water samples location north of the Plant 4 area and quarterly 
monitoring of7 bedrock wells (MW-12C, MW-31, MW-32A, MW-32B and 3 new bedrock wells 
to be installed) for a period of approximately 30 years. 
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Alternative A2 - Monitoring and Future Contingent Bedrock Aquifer Plume Control 

Present Worth: $ 525,000 
Capital Cost: $ 40,000 
AnnualO&M: $ 32,000 
Time to Implement 1 month 

Under this Plant 4 area alternative, no active remediation would occur unless the OU2 bedrock 
aquifer becomes contaminated in the future. COCs that may eventually enter the bedrock aquifer 
will be controlled, but no active remedial or control measures would be completed for the 
contaminated overburden soils and groundwater. Similar to Alternative A I, this alternative would 
involve the semi-annual monitoring of7 overburden wells (MW-12A, MW-12B, MW-13, MW-18, 
MW-28, MW-29 and MW-30) and 3 surface water samples location north of the Plant 4 area and 
quarterly monitoring of 7 bedrock wells (MW-12C, MW-31, MW-32A, MW-32B and 3 new 
bedrock wells to be installed) for a period ofapproximately 30 years. Production Well PW-3 would 
also be monitored quarterly. 

If the bedrock aquifer under the Plant 4 area is impacted in the future, this alternative would provide 
for the installation of two or three bedrock recovery wells downgradient of the breakthrough area 
and the design and installation of an air stripping treatment system. 

Because contaminants would remain in the on-site soils, institutional controls would be required to 
ensure that subsurface contaminated soils would not be brought to the surface. A covenant on the 
property deed(s), or similar instrument, would be secured that requires the NYSDEC and NYSDOH 
approvals for any subsurface excavations into the contaminated soils remaining on the Rotron 
property. The NYSDEC would receive a copy of the stamped and recorded deed prior to the site 
classification being changed. 

AlternativeA3 - Monitoring, Plume Control in Overburden Groundwater andFuture Contingent 
Bedrock Aquifer Plume Control 

Present Worth: $ 573,000 
Capital Cost: $ 240,000 
AnnualO&M: $ 22,000 
Time to Implement 1 - 6 months 

This alternative is similar to Alternative A2, however, it additionally involves overburden 
groundwater interception to contain existing shallow plumes established to the northwest and east 
ofPlant 4. See Figure 8. The shallow groundwater recovery system would consist of gravel-lined 
french drains installed perpendicular to the two plumes near Plant 4. Ex-situ air stripping or in-situ 
sparge beds are proposed for treatment of the contaminated groundwater. As proposed in 
Alternatives 1 & 2, this alternative would involve the semi-annual monitoring of? overburden wells 
(MW-12A, MW-12B, MW-13, MW-18, MW-28, MW-29 and MW-30) and 3 surface water samples 
location north of the Plant 4 area and quarterly monitoring of7 bedrock wells (MW-12C, MW-31, 
MW-32A, MW-32B and 3 new bedrock wells to be installed) for a period ofapproximately 30 years. 
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Similar to Alternative A2, if the bedrock aquifer under the Plant 4 area is impacted in the future, this 
alternative would provide for the installation of two or three bedrock recovery wells downgradient 
of the breakthrough area and the design and installation of an air stripping treatment system. 

As in the Alternative A2, the implementation of institutional controls would be required. 

Alternative A4 - Monitoring, Contaminant Source Isolation, Plume Control in Overburden 
Groundwater and Future Contingent Bedrock Aquifer Plume Control 
Present Worth: $ 793,000 
Capital Cost: $ 455,000 
Annual O&M: $ 22,333 
Time to Implement 1 - 6 months 

This alternative is identical to Alternative A3, except that it adds installation of an asphalt cap and 
underdrains near Plant 4 to limit and drain infiltration. The same monitoring program is proposed. 

Similar to Alternatives A2 and A3, if the bedrock aquifer under the Plant 4 area is impacted in the 
future, this alternative would provide for the installation of two or three bedrock recovery wells 
downgradient of the breakthrough area and the design and installation of an air stripping treatment 
system. 

As in the Alternative A2, the implementation of institutional controls would be required. 

B - In the C-l Buildine, Quonset Huts and Swale Area. 

Alternative Bl - No Action with Monitoring 

Present Worth: $505,000 
Capital Cost: $ 0 
AnnuaIO&M: $ 33,333 
Time to Implement 1 month 

The No Action alternative is evaluated as a procedural requirement and as a basis for comparison. 
It requires continued monitoring only, allowing the site to remain in an unremediated state. This 
alternative would leave the site in its present condition and would not provide any additional 
protection to human health or the environment. Any improvement in groundwater quality would 
be the result ofnatural degradation ofexisting contamination and the continued operation ofthe QU
I groundwater extraction system. 

This alternative would involve the semi-annual monitoring of 8 overburden wells (MW-1 through 
MW-4, MW-14, MW-17A&B and MW-19) and 3 surface water samples location along the stream 
and quarterlymonitoringof16 bedrock wells (MW-5 through MW-16,and MW-20 though MW-27) 
for a period of approximately 30 years. 
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Alternative B2 - Enhanced Bedrock Aquifer Plume Hvdraulic Control 

Present Worth: $650,000 
Capital Cost: $170,000 
AnnuaIO&M: $ 31,667 
Time to Implement 1-6 months 

This alternative calls for the installation of two additional bedrock recovery wells in the swale area 
and one to the east of the swale between the existing OU-l RW-8 recovery well and RotTon' s 
existing water supply/production wells. 

Similar to Alternative B 1, this alternative would involve the semi-annual monitoring of8 overburden 
wells (MW-l through MW-4, MW-14, MW-17A&B and MW-19) and 3 surface water samples 
location along the stream and quarterly monitoring of 16 bedrock wells (MW-5 through MW-16, and 
MW-20 though MW-27) for a period of approximately 30 years. 

Because contaminants would remain in the on-site soils, institutional controls would be required to 
ensure that subsurface contaminated soils would not be brought to the surface. A covenant on the 
property deed(s), or similar instrument, would be secured that requires the NYSDEC and NYSDOH 
approvals for any subsurface excavations into the contaminated soils remaining on the Rotron 
property. The NYSDEC would receive a copy of the stamped and recorded deed prior to the site 
classification being changed. 

Alternative B4 - Drywell Soil Excavation, French Drain System Installations, and Enhanced 
Bedrock Aquifer Plume Hydraulic Control 

Present Worth: $950,000 
Capital Cost: $520,000 
AnnuaIO&M: $28,333 
Time to Implement 1-12 months 

This alternative is similar to Alternative B2, but also includes the installation of a french drain 
system along the former drywell discharge line and to allow for the capture and treatment of 
contaminated shallow overburden groundwater to prevent the movement of this groundwater 
downward and laterally (into the bedrock aquifer). Additionally, shallow groundwater entering the 
swale area from the vicinity of the Quonset huts would be controlled by replacing the existing 
overburden remedial wells RW-2 though RW-8 with a continuous french drain overburden 
groundwater recovery system (parallel to the swale). Stormwater controls would also be established 
along the Quonset hut corridor to reduce the amount of groundwater infiltration in this area. 

This alternative also includes the excavation and off-site disposal of impacted soils around the 
former drywell location. The excavation of this hydraulically separate source area is designed to 
eliminate the potential for COCs to further impact the bedrock aquifer to the east of this area, which 
could potentially impact the Rotron production wells to the east and residential wells to the southeast 
ofthe Rotron property. It is anticipated that an area of approximately 2,700 square feet to a depth 
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offive feet would be excavated or a maximum of500 cubic yards. See Figure 9. The impacted soils 
excavated for the installation of the french drain systems are not included in this total. 

Similar to Alternative B I, this alternative would involve the semi-annual monitoring of8 overburden 
wells (MW-I through MW-4, MW-14, MW-17A&B and MW-19) and 3 surface water samples 
location along the stream and quarterly monitoring of16 bedrock wells (MW-5 through MW-16, and 
MW-20 though MW-27) for a period of approximately 30 years. 

As in the Alternative B2, the implementation of institutional controls would be required. 

7.2 Evaluation of Remedial Alternatives 

The criteria used to compare the potential remedial alternatives are defined in the regulation that 
directs the remediation of inactive hazardous waste sites in New York State (6 NYCRR Part 375). 
For each of the criteria, a briefdescription is provided, followed by an evaluation of the alternatives 
against that criterion. A detailed discussion of the evaluation criteria and comparative analysis is 
included in the Feasibility Study. 

The first two evaluation criteria are termed threshold criteria and must be satisfied in order for an 
alternative to be considered for selection. 

1. Compliance with New York State Standards, Criteria, and Guidance (SCGs). Compliance 
with SCGs addresses whether or not a remedy will meet applicable environmental laws, regulations, 
standards, and guidance. 

For the Plant 4 Area, Alternatives Al & A2 would not meet this groundwater cleanup criteria, since 
groundwater quality standards in the shallow groundwater would not be met in the foreseeable 
future. Any improvements in the overburden groundwater quality would only be the result ofnatural 
degradation and dilution processes. Alternatives A3 & A4 would meet this criteria by actively 
capturing the shallow groundwater plumes and reducing contaminant levels to below the 
groundwater quality standards. Soil cleanup criteria would be met over time through natural 
attenuation processes. 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, Alternatives BI & B2 would not meet the 
groundwater quality standards for the overburden groundwater in the foreseeable future. Any 
improvements in the overburden groundwater quality would only be the result ofnatural degradation 
and dilution processes. Alternative B4 would meet this criteria more rapidly than Alternatives B 1 
& B2 by actively addressing targeted contaminated overburden soils and groundwater, reducing 
contaminant levels to below the groundwater quality standards. Soil cleanup criteria for all 
contaminated soils would be met over time through natural attenuation processes. 

2. Protection of Human Health and the Environment. This criterion is an overall evaluation of 
each alternative's ability to protect public health and the environment. 

For the Plant 4 Area, Alternatives Al would not be protective of either human health or the 
environment since there is not protection of the bedrock aquifer which is used as potable drinking 
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water source immediately downgradient ofthe site from becoming contaminated. Alternatives A2, 
A3 and A4 would be protective of human health by providing a contingent plan for protection 
against potential impacts to the bedrock aquifer system. 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts andSwale Area - Alternative B 1 is not protective ofhuman health 
and the environment since it appears that natural attenuation of site groundwater is not occurring at 
an acceptable rate and COC's have been periodically detected in the surface water stream west of 
the swale. Alternative B2 would be more protective of the bedrock aquifer since since hydraulic 
controls would be improved under this alternative. Alternative B2 would not be protective of the 
surface water stream west of the swale. Alternative B4 would be protective of both human health 
and the environment due to the additional hydraulic control in the bedrock aquifer combined with 
the active remediation of targeted overburden soils and groundwater. 

The next five "primary balancing criteria" are used to compare the positive and negative aspects of 
each of the remedial strategies. 

3. Short-term Effectiveness. The potential short-term adverse impacts ofthe remedial action upon 
the community, the workers, and the environment during the construction and/or implementation 
are evaluated. The length of time needed to achieve the remedial objectives is also estimated and 
compared against the other alternatives. 

For the Plant 4 Area, all alternatives would be protective of human health and the environment in 
the short term because either no construction activities would occur or protective measures would 
be put in place during the time construction activities would be occurring. 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, Alternatives B1 & B2 would not be protective 
of the environment in the short term since no measures would be put in place to control occasional 
COC's discharges to the shallow surface water flows. Alternative B4 would be protective in the 
short-term since safeguards would be put in place during construction activities to safeguard the 
community, workers and the environment. This alternative would not likely to be effective in 
reducing COC's in the overburden groundwater in the short-term due to the low permeability ofthe 
overburden soils. 

4. Lon2-term Effectiveness and Permanence. This criterion evaluates the long-term effectiveness 
of the remedial alternatives after implementation. Ifwastes or treated residuals remain on site after 
the selected remedy has been implemented, the following items are evaluated: 1) the magnitude of 
the remaining risks, 2) the adequacy of the controls intended to limit the risk, and 3) the reliability 
of these controls. 

For the Plant 4 Area, Alternatives Al & A2 do not employ active plume management in the shallow 
overburden groundwater to prevent possible migration ofCOCs to the OU-2 bedrock aquifer. The 
risk of possible OU-2 bedrock aquifer contamination is low, but since the OU-2 bedrock aquifer is 
utilized as a potable water supply immediately downgradient of the site, the impact would be 
significant. Alternative A2 does provide for future contingent bedrock aquifer control with proven, 
effective technology if the aquifer becomes contaminated. The shallow groundwater interception 
trenches proposed in Alternatives A3 & A4 is considered to be effective and relatively permanent, 
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with Alternative A4 more so due to the addition ofthe french drains adjacent to the building and the 
capping to reduce infiltration and isolate source areas. 

In the C-I Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, Alternatives B I would not be effective in 
reducing long-term risks associated with human health and the environment since no type ofplume 
management in the overburden or bedrock groundwater beyond the continued operation ofRW-8 
is proposed. Alternative B2 would be effective in eliminating or substantially reducing human 
health risks associated with the bedrock aquifer since the bedrock aquifer recovery since would be 
expanded. The expanded recovery system would substantially control a majority of COC entering 
the bedrock aquifer and minimize off-site migration of these contaminants, however COCs would 
not be controlled from entering the surface stream. Alternative B4 would be more effective in that 
the overburden remedial actions would remove a large mass of COC's in the overburden 
groundwater and prevent further migration into the bedrock aquifer and the surface water stream. 
Soil excavation and removal would provide a permanent improvement to the site by eliminating 
contaminant mass from source areas. 

5. Reduction of Toxicity, Mobility or Volume. Preference is given to alternatives that 
permanently and significantly reduce the toxicity, mobility or volume of the wastes at the site. 

For the Plant 4 Area, Alternatives Al & A2 do not employ treatment techniques to reduce the 
toxicity and volume ofCOCs in the overburden and all reductions would occur as a result ofnatural 
degradation processes. Alternatives A I & A2 also do not provide for any type of containment to 
reduce mobility of contaminants in the overburden groundwater. Alternative A2 does provide for 
a reduction of toxicity, mobility, and volume of COCs in the bedrock aquifer if it is contaminated 
in the future. Alternatives A3 would contribute to the overall reduction in volume and mobility of 
COCs in the overburden groundwater, but not the toxicity since the most contaminated soils are 
adjacent to or under Plant 4 and will not be mitigated by the intercept trenches. Alternative A4 may 
limit the mobility of COCs in the overburden groundwater, but not toxicity or volume since the 
contaminated soils would only be isolated, not remediated. 

In the C-I Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, Alternative B 1 would not contribute to the 
reduction ofthe toxicity, mobility, and volume ofCOCs other than what is occurring through natural 
degradation processes and through the existing RW-8 bedrock recovery well. Alternative B2 would 
be effective in the reduction ofCOCs in the bedrock aquifer due to the additional bedrock recovery 
wells. Alternative B2 would not be effective in reducing COCs in the overburden groundwater or 
soils other than what is occurring through natural degradation processes. Alternative B4 would be 
effective in reducing the toxicity, mobility, and volume ofCOCs in both the overburden and bedrock 
due to excavation of highly impacted soils near the former drywell, installation of a french drain 
system to dewater soils and the additional bedrock recovery wells. 

6. Implementability. The technical and administrative feasibility of implementing each alternative 
are evaluated. Technical feasibility includes the difficulties associated with the construction and the 
ability to monitor the effectiveness of the remedy. For administrative feasibility, the availability of 
the necessary personnel and material is evaluated along with potential difficulties in obtaining 
specific operating approvals, access for construction, etc. 
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For the Plant 4 Area, all alternatives are clearly implementable since proven technology and 
construction techniques are being employed. Alternative A3 would be somewhat more difficult to 
implement due to the need for excavation of soils and the installation of the intercept trenches. 
Alternative A4 would be more difficult to implement since excavation of soils and installation of 
underdrains would occur in the immediate vicinity ofPlant 4. 

In the C-l BUilding, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, all alternatives are clearly implementable since 
proven technology and construction techniques are being employed. Alternative B2 would be 
somewhat more difficult to implement due to the need for the installation of additional bedrock 
recovery wells. Alternative B4 would be somewhat more difficult to implement than B2 due to the 
need for soil excavation and installation of the french drains. 

7. Cost. Capital and operation and maintenance costs are estimated for each alternative and 
compared on a present worth basis. Although cost is the last balancing criterion evaluated, where 
two or more alternatives have met the requirements of the remaining criteria, cost effectiveness can 
be used as the basis for the final decision. The costs for each alternative are presented in Table 2. 

This final criterion is considered a modifying criterion and is taken into account after evaluating 
those above. It is evaluated after public comments on the Proposed Remedial Action Plan have been 
received. 

8. Community Acceptance - Concerns of the community regarding the RIlFS reports and the 
Proposed Remedial Action Plan have been evaluated. The "Responsiveness Summary" included as 
Appendix A presents the public comments received and the Department's response to the concerns 
raised. 

SECTION 8: SUMMARY OF THE SELECTED REMEDY 

Based on the results of the RIlFS, and the evaluation presented in Section 7, the NYSDEC is 
selecting Alternative A3 for the Plant 4 Area and Alternative B4 for the C-l and Swale Area as the 
remedy for this site. 

This selection is based on the evaluation offour alternatives in the Plant 4 Area and three alternatives 
in the C-l and Swale Area. 

In the Plant 4 Area, only Alternatives A3 and A4 met the threshold criteria ofcompliance with SCGs 
and protection of human health and the environment for the overburden and bedrock groundwater. 
The installation ofthe interception trenches proposed in Alternative A3 would capture contaminated 
overburden groundwater which would reduce the threat to the bedrock aquifer and surface water 
stream. Due primarily to the large volume of cac impacted soils above TAGM clean objectives 
in the Plant 4 area (estimated to be 13,000 cubic yards) and that up to 60% of these soils lie under 
the Plant 4, within 5 feet of building footings, or deeper than 20 feet below grade, no active 
remediation of the soils is proposed. Soil cleanup criteria would be met over time through natural 
attenuation processes. Alternative A3 meets all the primary balancing criteria as did Alternative A4, 
but at a lower capital cost and long term operation and maintenance costs. Alternative A4 would 
include source isolation at an additional cost, would limit the effectiveness of the shallow 
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groundwater interception trenches and would not contribute significantly to reducing the threat to 
the bedrock aquifer and the surface water stream. 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, Alternative B4 was the only alternative to meet 
not only the threshold criteria, but also all the primary balancing criteria for the overburden and 
bedrock groundwater. Alternatives Bland B2 did not meet either the threshold criteria for the 
overburden groundwater or most of the balancing criteria. Due primarily to the large volume of 
cac impacted soils above TAGM clean objectives in the C-1 building, Quonset huts, swale area 
(estimated to be 32,000 cubic yards) and that up to 30% of these soils lie either under existing 
buildings, within 5 feet of building footings, or under the sanitary sand filter system and that 
approximately 79% ofthese soils are greater than 9 feet in depth, no active remediation for all ofthe 
impacted soils is proposed. Alternative B4 does include the excavation and off-site disposal of 
approximately 500 cubic yards of impacted soils around the former drywell. Soil cleanup criteria 
for the remaining soils would be met over time through natural attenuation processes. Alternative 
B4 would also capture contaminated overburden groundwater with the french drain system which 
would reduce the impact to the bedrock aquifer. 

The estimated present worth cost to implement the combined remedy is $1,523,000. The cost to 
construct the combined remedy is estimated to be $760,000 and the estimated average annual 
operation and maintenance cost for 30 years is $56,666. 

The elements of the proposed remedy are as follows: 

~	 A remedial design program to verify the components of the conceptual design and provide 
the details necessary for the construction, operation, maintenance, and monitoring of the 
remedial program. Any uncertainties identified during the RIlFS will be resolved; 

In the Plant 4 Area, the construction ofshallow groundwater interception trenches to contain 
existing shallow plumes to the northwest and east ofPlant 4. Shallow groundwater will be 
treated with either an ex-situ air stripper system or in-situ sparge beds. If extracted, treated 
effluent will be subject to SPDES equivalent limitations prior to discharge to the on-site 
stream; 

In the Plant 4 Area, a contingency for the installation of bedrock recovery wells should 
cac's breakthrough to the bedrock aquifer from the contaminated overburden groundwater 
in the future. Production well PW-3 may be used for this purpose. Extracted groundwater 
will be treated prior to discharge and also subject to SPDES equivalent limitations prior to 
discharge to the on-site stream. Aquifer testing will be required to evaluate on-site and off
site hydrogeologic impacts. 

In the Plant 4 Area, the installation of three new bedrock groundwater monitoring wells; 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the excavation and off-site disposal of 
up to 500 cubic yards ofCaC impacted soils around the former drywelliocation, excluding 
the soils excavated to install French drain systems. Excavation will continue until cleanup 
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objectives are met (as specified in Table 1) or a maXImum of 500 cubic yards of 
contaminated soils are excavated, which ever is least; 

In the C-J Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two French drain 
systems, one along the former drywell discharge line and the other parallel to the swale, to 
allow for the capture and treatment of contaminated overburden groundwater to prevent 
further movement of this groundwater downward and laterally into the bedrock aquifer; 

In the C-J Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation oftwo additional bedrock 
recovery wells approximately 400 feet south and north of recovery well RW-8 and the 
installation of one bedrock recovery well to the east of the swale closer to the Rotron 
production well PW-2. The two new extraction wells in the swale area are meant to 
supplement RW-8 in controlling the existing bedrock groundwater plume in this area. 
Aquifer testing will be required to evaluate on-site and off-site hydrogeologic impacts; 

Implementation of institutional controls in the form of a deed restriction, that will require 
prior approval from the NYSDEC and NYSDOH before excavation in the contaminated soils 
remaining on the Rotron property; and 

Since the remedy results in untreated hazardous substances remaining at the site, a long term 
monitoring program would be instituted. Sampling would be completed for a period of up 
to 30 years or until such a time that the NYSDEC determines sampling is no longer required 
at a total of 26 bedrock monitoring wells on a quarterly basis and at 15 overburden 
monitoring wells and 6 surface water sampling points on a semi-annual basis and as 
specified in the Operation, Maintenance and Monitoring manual. Analysis would be EPA 
Method 8260 plus Freon 113. This monitoring program would allow the effectiveness of the 
shallow groundwater interception trenches and treatment system in the Plant 4 Area and the 
shallow groundwater french drain and treatment system in the C-1 Building, Quonset Huts 
and Swale Area to be monitored and would be a component of the operation and 
maintenance for the site. 

SECTION 9: HIGHLIGHTS OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 

As part of the remedial investigation process, a number of Citizen Participation activities were 
undertaken in an effort to inform and educate the public about conditions at the site and the potential 
remedial alternatives. The following public participation activities were conducted for the site: 

•	 A repository for documents pertaining to the site was established. 

•	 A site mailing list was established which included nearby property owners, local political 
officials, local media and other interested parties. 

•	 Project Fact Sheets were released for the site in August of 1995, November of 1995, August 
of 1996, January of 1997 and February 2001. 
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I 
ARotron-Woodstock OU2 Remedial Investigation Report was prepared and released to the 

public in Februmy 2001. 

• A Rotron-Woodstock OU2 Feasibility Study Report was prepared and released to the public 
in February 2001. 

• A Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) was prepared and released to the public on 
February 12,2001. 

• A public meeting to present the PRAP and solicit comment on the PRAP was held on March 
13,2001 at the Woodstock Community Center in Woodstock, New York. 

• A public comment period on the PRAP extended from February 12,2001 to March 20, 2001. 

• In March 2001, a Responsiveness Summary was prepared and made available to the public, 
to address the comments received during the public comment period for the PRAP. 
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Table 1
 
Nature and Extent of Contamination
 

MEDIUM CATEGORY CONTAMINANT 
OF CONCERN 

CONCENTRATION 
RANGE (Ppb) 

FREQUENCY of 
EXCEEDING 

SCGslBackQround 

SCG/ 
Bkgd. 
(nnb) 

C-l 
Building, 
Quonset 
Huts and 
Swale 
Overburden 
Groundwater 

Volatile 
Organic 
Compounds 
(VOCs) 

Trichloroethene ND (5) to 6,100 27 of 50 5 

1,1,1
Trichloroethane 

ND (5) to 90 10 of 50 5 

Freon 113 ND (5) to 39 60f50 5 

1,2-Dichloroethene ND (5) to 400 22 of 50 5 

I,I-Dichloroethane ND (5) to 20 60f50 5 

Plant 4 
Overburden 
Groundwater 

VOCs Trichloroethene ND (5) to 970 16 of 23 5 

1,1,1
Trichloroethane 

ND (5) to 5,600 21 of 23 5 

Freon 113 ND (5) to 1,200 18 of 23 5 

1,2-Dichloroethene ND (5) to 460 15 of 23 5 

1 I-Dichloroethane ND (5) to 560 180f23 5 

OU-2 
Bedrock 
Groundwater 

VOCs Trichloroethene ND (5) oof 4 5 

1,1,1
Trichloroethane 

ND(5) oof4 5 

Freon 113 ND(5) oof 4 5 

1,2-Dichloroethene ND (5) oof4 5 

1 I-Dichloroethane ND (5) oof4 5 

Surface 
Water 

VOCs Trichloroethene ND (5) to 10 oof 13 40 

Soils VOCs Trichloroethene ND (1) to 18,087 87 of 465 or 19% 700 

1,1,1
Trichloroethane 

ND (1) to 3,818 5 of 465 800 

Freon 113 ND (I) to 2,222 oof 465 6,000 

1,2-Dichloroethene ND (1) to 3,988 55 of 465 or 12% 200 

1.I-Dichloroethane ND (1) to 280 oof 465 300 

ppb - parts per billion, SCGs - Standards, Criteria, and Guidance Values, ND - Non-detect 
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Table 2
 
Remedial Alternative Costs
 

Remedial Alternative Capital Cost AnnualO&M Total Present Worth 

A - Plant 4 Area 

Alt. Al - No Action with 
Monitoring 

$40,000 $32,000 $525,000 

Alt. A2 - Monitoring and Future 
Contingent Bedrock Aquifer Plume 
Control 

$40,000 $32,000 $525,000 

Alt. A3 - Plume Control in 
Overburden Groundwater + Alt. 2 

$240,000 $22,000 $573,000 

Alt. A4 - Contaminant Source 
Isolation + Alt. 3 

$455,000 $22,333 $793,000 

B - In the C-1 Buildine, Quonset Huts and Swale Area 

Alt. B I - No Action with 
Monitoring 

$0 $33,000 $505,000 

Alt. B2 - Enhanced Bedrock 
Aquifer Plume Hydraulic Control + 
Monitoring 

$170,000 $31,667 $630,000 
-

Alt. B4 - Drywell Soil Excavation, 
French Drain System Installation 
along C-I Corridor + Alt. 2 

$520,000 $28,333 $950,000 

Total: Alt. A3 + Alt. B4 $760,000 $56,666 $1,523,000 
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APPENDIX A 

RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY 

Operable Unit No.2
 
Rotron-Woodstock Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site
 

Town of Woodstock, Ulster County, New York
 
Site No. 3-56-009
 

The Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) for the Operable Unit No.2 (OU2) Rotron
Woodstock Inactive Hazardous Waste Site, was prepared by the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and issued to the local document repository on 
February 12,2001. This Plan outlined the preferred remedial measure proposed for the 
remediation of the contaminated soil and groundwater at the Rotron-Woodstock Site. The 
preferred remedy includes the following components: 

~	 In the Plant 4 Area, the construction of shallow groundwater interception trenches to 
contain existing shallow plumes to the northwest and east of Plant 4. Shallow 
groundwater will be treated with either an ex-situ air stripper system or in-situ sparge 
beds; 

In the Plant 4 Area, the contingency for the future installation of bedrock recovery wells 
downgradient of a possible breakthrough of the contaminants of concern (COCs) to the 
bedrock aquifer from the contaminated overburden groundwater; 

In the Plant 4 Area, the installation of three new bedrock groundwater monitoring wells; 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the excavation and off-site disposal 
of up to 500 cubic yards of COC impacted soils around the former drywell location, 
excluding the soils excavated to install French drain systems. 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two French drain 
systems, one along the former drywell discharge line and the other parallel to the swale, 
to allow for the capture and treatment of contaminated overburden groundwater to 
prevent further movement of this groundwater downward and laterally into the bedrock 
aquifer; 

In the C-l Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area, the installation of two additional 
bedrock recovery wells approximately 400 feet south and north of recovery well RW-8 
and the installation of a bedrock recovery well to the east of the swale closer to the 
Rotron production well PW-2; 
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Implementation of institutional controls, including a deed restriction, that will require the 
NYSDEC and NYSDOH to approve excavations into the contaminated soils remaining 
on the Rotron property; and 

Since the remedy results in untreated hazardous substances remaining at the site, a long 
term groundwater and surface water monitoring program will be instituted. 

The release of the PRAP was announced via a notice to the mailing list, informing the public of 
the PRAP's availability. 

A public meeting was held on March 13,2001, which included a presentation of the Remedial 
Investigation (RI) and the Feasibility Study (FS) as well as a discussion of the proposed remedy. 
The meeting provided an opportunity for citizens to discuss their concerns, ask questions and 
comment on the proposed remedy. These comments have become part of the Administrative 
Record for this site. Written comments were received from: 

• Russell Urban-Mead, CPG (The Chazen Companies) on behalf of PerkinElmer, Inc. (f/k/a 
EG&G, Inc. and the former parent corporation to Rotron, Inc.) in letter dated March 14, 
2001. 

• Steven Constant in letter dated March 16,2001. 

• Gerald and Laura Ricci in letter dated March 15, 200 1. 

The public comment period for the PRAP ended on March 20, 2001. 

This Responsiveness Summary responds to all questions and comments raised at the March 13, 
2001 public meeting and to the written comments received. 

The following are the comments received at the public meeting, with the NYSDEC's responses: 

COMMENT 1: How can we find out where the monitoring wells are located, we want 
to know where they are in relation to our property? 

RESPONSE 1: Figure 2 of the Record of Decision provides the location of most of the 
monitoring wells associated with the Rotron-Woodstock Site, although the scale ofthe 
figure makes them difficult to distinguish. Figure 1.2-2 - Site Plan, from the OU2 
Remedial Investigation (RI) Report and Figure 11 - Bedrock Plume Boundary, from the 
OUI RI Report provide much more detail with respect to the location of Rotron
Woodstock Site monitoring well network. Both of these documents can be found in the 
project's document repositories. 

COMMENT 2: What about the houses on Whitney? Our property adjoins Rotron and 
we haven't been tested. 
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RESPONSE 2: A network of six monitoring wells (MW-12C, MW-20, MW-25, MW
31, MW-32A and MW-32B) and Rotron's two production wells (PW-2 and PW-3) lie 
between the facility and residential areas to the east. No contaminants of concern (COCs) 
have been confinned in these wells in more than four years of quarterly sampling. With 
the installation of the intercept trenches and additional extraction wells components of the 
OU2 remedy, the NYSDEC feels that it highly unlikely that there will be detections of 
COCs in the future in these monitoring wells. In addition, the remedy includes 
installation of three additional bedrock monitoring wells between the site and any eastern 
neighbors. Under tenns of the Alternative A3 remedy, future detection of COCs in any 
of these wells will trigger use of on-site extraction wells in the Plant 4 area to capture 
impacted groundwater and retain it on the site. The New York State Health Department 
will conduct sampling ofresidential wells adjoining the Rotron property if it is 
detennined to be necessary. 

COMMENT 3: In reference to OUl, have all the houses being monitored and NOT on 
public water shown any contamination in their wells? 

RESPONSE 3: No site related contaminants were detected in the private wells which 
were monitored for a two year period following the installation of the public water. 

COMMENT 4: When the water is treated in a "bubble" manner, will the toxins taken 
out of the water go into the air? [the comment was referring to air stripping remedial 
technology where an air stream is blown or "bubbled" up through a media with the 
influent water cascading down.] 

RESPONSE 4: Yes, although due to the volume of water being treated, the 
concentrations of dissolved VOCs in the groundwater, and the much higher dilution 
factor in the local air shed, the levels ofVOCs in the air shed will not be a public health 
concern. 

COMMENT 5: Groundwater monitoring is not remediation. 

RESPONSE 5: The selected remedy has a number of active remedial measures as 
components of the overall site wide remedy. These include construction of shallow 
groundwater interception trenches and French drains, a focused contaminated soil 
excavation and removal component, installation of three additional bedrock groundwater 
recovery wells in the C-l BuildinglSwale area and a contingency for the future 
installation of bedrock recovery wells in the Plant 4 area. 

COMMENT 6: What corporate entity is the "Responsible Party"who will pay for this 
proposed remedy? 

RESPONSE 6: PerkinElmer, Inc. is the responsible party and it is anticipated that they 
will pay for the implementation of the remedy. 
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COMMENT 7: IfPerkinElmer is the RP, the projected cost of this remediation is 
infinitesimal in comparison to their resources. Since removing contamination from the 
deep bedrock reservoir isn't possible and the on site contamination under the buildings is 
going to remain, why not just require them to pay for public water hook-ups to all homes 
within a 2 mile radius? 

RESPONSE 7: The aUI Remedial Investigation as well as many years of sampling 
conducted by the Ulster County Department of Health confirmed that the existing 
bedrock groundwater plume emanating from the Rotron property lies west/northwest of 
the site. The residential area to the west/northwest was serviced by public water as part 
of the aUI remedy. No bedrock groundwater plume has ever been detected east of the 
site. To ensure that the aUI bedrock plume does not leave the area west of the Rotron 
site, groundwater is being extracted continuously from within this area to keep the former 
plume from moving. It is anticipated that this action will also eventually reduce the 
residual plume to negligible concentrations. This area is bounded by various monitoring 
wells (MW-7, MW-2I, MW-22, MW-23, MW-26 and MW-27) which are monitored 
quarterly to confirm that no cacs migrate out of this area into adjacent areas. In 
addition, and to complement the monitoring program scheduled to continue into the 
foreseeable future (e.g. 30 years +/-), Rotron has just completed more than two years of 
confirmatory monitoring of residential wells located adjacent to the plume area. This 
additional sampling effort was conducted to ensure that cacs didn't migrate into 
adjacent residential wells while the new water supply extension was constructed. There 
is no evidence based on site hydrogeologic interpretation or on existing groundwater 
quality data that a bedrock groundwater contaminant plume lies anywhere other than 
west/northwest of the Rotron site. Therefore, extension of public water to any areas other 
then those already serviced is not warranted. 

COMMENT 8: Have you studied what it would cost to put in public water in a 2 mile 
square area. 

RESPONSE 8: No, since extension of public water to this area is not warranted. See 
response above. 

COMMENT 9: Does the recovery well (RW-8 on the western side of the Rotron 
property) currently pumping at 12 gallons per minute (gpm) cause the fact that our wells 
are drying up and several home owners have had to drill deeper wells? 

RESPONSE 9: There is no indication that the pumping of recovery well RW-8 on the 
western side ofthe Rotron property is causing unacceptable drawdown in residential 
wells to the east of the Rotron property. The aUI hydrogeologic study conducted on 
Rotron's property indicated that bedrock groundwater near the swale does not migrate 
directly eastward. If this were the case, Rotron's on-site production wells PW-2 and PW
3 might have been impacted by cacs many years ago. It was also reported in the aUI 
RI Report that during an aquifer pump test of RW-8 the radius of influence extended only 
200 feet eastward from RW-8. This is due to the local bedrock stratigraphy and 
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hydrogeology. Accordingly, continued and expanded contaminated bedrock groundwater 
recovery in the vicinity of the swale, as defined under FS Alternative B4, should not 
reduce groundwater supplies which would otherwise migrate passively toward residences 
east of the Rotron facility. In addition, if contingency bedrock groundwater recovery in 
the Plant 4 area called for under Alternative A3 is ever warranted, aquifer testing will be 
required to evaluate on-site and off-site hydrogeologic impacts. 

COMMENT 10: Why do all the monitoring wells seem to be on the side of the 
mountain, not near Whitney Lane. You really didn't test Whitney Lane enough. In 
addition to the issue of contamination, some of our wells are drying up and you're plan 
for more recovery wells will only make our situation worse. 

RESPONSE 10: There are currently 35 monitoring wells associated with the Rotron
Woodstock site, of which 20 monitor the bedrock groundwater and 15 monitor the 
shallow overburden groundwater. Monitoring wells MW-12C, MW-20, MW-25, MW
31, MW-32A and MW-32B are all located on the east side of the Rotron property 
between contaminant source areas and residential wells to the east (Whitney Lane). The 
samples collected from these wells have consistently been non-detect for COCs. See 
Appendix C-l of the OU2 RI Report for the updated monitoring well sampling data table. 
In addition, as part of the OU2 remedy for the site, three additional wells are to be 
installed on the eastern side of the Rotron property. The NYSDEC feels that this 
monitoring well network will continue to provide sufficient coverage to detect any 
possible bedrock groundwater contamination moving to the east from the Rotron 
property. See Response 9 with respect to second portion of this comment. 

COMMENT 11: Since the remedy projects a 30 year monitoring schedule, and things 
are likely to change over such a long period, why not reach out to members of the 
community to allow monitoring wells on their property (especially those on the "right
hand portion of the site map). 

RESPONSE 11: See Responses 9 & 10 above. The NYS Department of Health 
(NYSDOH) has a policy of not using contaminant free residential wells as plume 
monitoring points due to a number of reasons; which include the chance for contaminants 
being introduced when sampling a sealed well, in-house plumbing interference, access 
issues and liability issues. The NYSDOH uses monitoring well data to detect 
groundwater contaminants before they are found in private water supplies. 

COMMENT 12: Is this an Inactive Hazardous Waste Site? 

RESPONSE 12: Yes, as defined in Article 27, Title 13 of the NYS Environmental 
Conservation Law. It is also an active manufacturing facility whose operations are 
regulated by the NYSDEC with respect to environmental issues. 

COMMENT 13: If this remedy doesn't work, is the PRP offthe hook for any future 
remediation which may be necessary? 
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RESPONSE 13: No. As stated in the Order on Consent between Rotron, Inc. and the 
NYSDEC, if the NYSDEC, after consultation with Rotron, concludes that any element of 
the NYSDEC approved remedial program fails to achieve its objectives or otherwise fails 
to protect human health or the environment, Rotron will need to take whatever action the 
NYSDEC determines necessary to achieve those objectives. 

COMMENT 14: I live adjacent to Rotron on Chestnut Hill. I know that the monitoring 
wells were in place before the public water went in during OU1, what is happening to the 
groundwater contamination since the houses were put on public water? Since these wells 
have gone off line, has the bedrock aquifer plume shifted toward Chestnut Hill? With 
fewer private wells being used to supply water, is it possible that the contaminant level in 
the groundwater is lower because the volume of water is greater? 

RESPONSE 14: See Response 7 and 8 above. The sampling from private wells on the 
peripheral of the neighborhood served by the public water extension has consistently 
indicated no detection of contaminants associated with the Rotron site. The NYSDEC 
feels that Rotron's existing and expanded groundwater recovery program on the western 
side of the Rotron property, as well as the continued pumping at the Fernwood Garden 
Apartment wells, is holding the OU1 bedrock groundwater contamination in place and 
preventing migration to other areas, including to the north/northeast towards Chestnut 
Hill Road. 

COMMENT 15: What are the human health concerns relating to the contamination 
from this site? 

RESPONSE 15: During his presentation, the NYSDOH representative provided a 
summary of human exposure pathways. Pathways which are known to or may exist at the 
site include: the possible future ingestion of water containing COCs from the bedrock 
aquifer system; the possible inhalation and/or dermal contact of COCs during the 
occasional construction excavation work on the Rotron. Inc. property; the inhalation of 
indoor air containing trace quantities of COCs that could penetrate the building floor 
from underlying contaminated soils; and the direct contact with COCs in surface water 
flowing through the Rotron property. 

COMMENT 16: I don't recall seeing Freon 113 mentioned as a contaminant at this site 
before. Has it just been detected and can it be remediated in the same way as the other 
contamination? 

RESPONSE 16: Freon 113 was identified as a contaminant at the Rotron site during the 
OU1 remedial investigation as well as the more recent OU2 remedial investigation. It is 
considered a volatile organic compound (VOC) and can be remediated in the same way as 
other VOCs. 

COMMENT 17: These trenches you have described as being a part of the remedy, what 
steps will be taken to design them in such a way to protect wildlife? 
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RESPONSE 17: The trenches will not be open, but rather be backfilled to the surface 
after remediation systems (collection piping, mechanical equipment, gravel, etc.) are 
installed in them. 

A letter dated March 14,2001 was received from Russell Urban-Mead, CPG (The 
Chazen Companies) on behalf of PerkinElmer, Inc. (f/kJa EG&G, Inc. and the former 
parent corporation to Rotron, Inc.) which included the following comments: 

COMMENT 18: In general, the content of the PRAP has remained consistent with 
evaluations of the site provided in the Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study 
documents prepared for this site by The Chazen Companies. 

RESPONSE 18: Comment is noted. 

COMMENT 19: Page 1, top of second column, first and second sentences and first 
bullet should say: 

" ...of contaminated groundwater off site and has impacted nearby private drinking water 
wells in the aUl area in the past. Historical disposal activities in the aU2 areas have 
resulted in the following significant threats to the public health and/or the environment: 

• a significant potential future threat to human health ... " 

RESPONSE 19: Initial proposed changes have been made to the text for clalification 
purposes. The proposed change to the bullet by adding "a significant potential future 
threat..." would add an emphasis that is not needed and was not made. 

COMMENT 20: Page 1, second column, last bullet should say: 

• " ...with the impacts of contaminants in the shallow overburden ... "
 

RESPONSE 20: Proposed change made.
 

COMMENT 21: Page 2, first column, fourth line should say:
 

" ..NYSDEC previously agreed to divide the site..." 

RESPONSE 21: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 22: Page 2, first column, end of first paragraph should conclude with: 

"Significant threats to the public health and/or the environment identified in the aUl area 
were previously addressed in a Record on Decision signed in March 1997, and the 
remedy has been implemented." 
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RESPONSE 22: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 23: Page 2, last sentence of second paragraph should say: 

" ... the following remedy for the OU2 area is proposed:" 

RESPONSE 23: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 24: Page 2, second column, second bullet should say:: 

" ...disposal of.!:!Q..1Q..500 cubic yards ofCOC impacted soils around the former drywell 
location, excluding soils excavated to install French drain systems." 

RESPONSE 24: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 25: Page 2, second column, third bullet should say: 

" ... the installation of two French drain systems, one along the former drywell discharge 
line, and the other parallel to the swale, to allow for the capture ... " 

RESPONSE 25: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 26: Page 2, second column, fourth bullet should clarify: 

" ... and the installation of a bedrock recovery well to the east of the swale, closer to 
Rotron's production well PW-2." 

RESPONSE 26: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 27: Page 2, second column, fifth bullet should add a second sentence 
stating: 

"Regulatory approval for future excavations will consist of acknowledgment of proposed 
actions and review of any appropriate health and safety measures developed for 
excavation workers, but will not lead to requirements for further soil removal or other 
forms of site remediation." 

RESPONSE 27: Proposed change not made. As stated in the PRAP, because 
contaminants would remain in the on-site soils, institutional controls would be required to 
ensure that subsurface contaminated soils would not be brought to the surface. If 
remaining contaminated soils are proposed to be excavated on the Rotron property, 
appropriate health and safety procedures will need to be followed and the contaminated 
soils will need to managed as a waste material (covered, surface runoff controlled, etc.) 
and NYSDEC approvals will need to be obtained. Limited volumes of low level 
contaminated soils excavated on-site for facility maintenance reasons (work on utilities, 
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pavement or walkway repair, sewer or water piping repair) could be placed back in the 
same excavation, but could not be disposed of elsewhere on the property. If it is 
demonstrated that the excavated soils meet site specific soil cleanup objectives, then the 
soils could be used as backfill material on-site. Please refer to letter dated November 15, 
1996 from The NYSDEC to Mr. James D. McIver, Jr. on this subject. A copy is in the 
Appendix B - Administrative Record. 

COMMENT 28: Page 3, three places: Remove the word: EG&G. 

RESPONSE 28: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 29: Page 4, first column, last sentence continuing into column two 
should be modified as follows: 

"The only solvent used near the end of this period was 1, 1, I-trichloroethane (TCA). 
Freon 113 was used intermittently for ultrasonic cleaning from the mid-1960s until 
1992." 

RESPONSE 29: Proposed change not made. The text has been modified to be 
consistent with the historical record. 

COMMENT 30: Page 4, second column, third full sentence should say: 

"Over time, spent solvents entered soils under the site due to spills and other discharges 
and have impacted groundwater both on and off the site." 

RESPONSE 30: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 31: Page 4, second column, second complete paragraph, second and 
subsequent sentences should say: 

"These areas included a drain and former drywell associated with the C-l Building, and 
various locations around the Quonset Huts and Plant 4 where spills occurred. The 
drywell was removed prior to 1982." 

RESPONSE 31: Proposed change not made. The text has been modified to be 
consistent with the historical record. 

COMMENT 32: page 4, second column, last sentence should clarify: 

" ...whose wells had been impacted above drinking water standards by contaminated 
groundwater." 

RESPONSE 32: Proposed change made. 
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COMMENT 33: page 5, first column, second complete paragraph should clarify:
 

" ... and a shallow groundwater extraction and treatment system was installed immediately
 
east of the swale to remove and treat. .. "
 

RESPONSE 33: Proposed change made.
 

COMMENT 34: page 5, second column, first bullet should say:
 

" ... and the fonner Fernwood Garden Apartment wells, as needed, for plume control and
 
groundwater remediation purposes. The treated groundwater is discharged to receiving
 
streams."
 

RESPONSE 34: Proposed change not made. The bullets were meant to be a summary of
 
the aUI remedy. Please refer to the March 1997 aUI Record of Decision for a full
 
description of the aUI remedy.
 

COMMENT 35: page 5, second column, third bullet should say:
 

• "An enhanced two-year residential sampling program..."
 

RESPONSE 35: Proposed change made.
 

COMMENT 36: page 9, second column, third sentence of the second paragraph should
 
say:
 

" ...data from the aU2 remedial investigation confinns that separate overburden
 
groundwater plumes migrate eastward and westward from Plant 4, and westward from
 
both the Quonset huts and the C-l Building toward the swale."
 

RESPONSE 36: Proposed change made.
 

COMMENT 37: page 10, first column, first complete paragraph, fifth sentence should
 
say:
 

"Wells MW-32AfB also identify a vertical upward hydraulic gradient in the bedrock
 
aquifer which could restrict any potential westward migration of cacs near this well
 
couplet because cacs would discharge at grade.
 

RESPONSE 37: Proposed change made.
 

COMMENT 38: page 11, second column, paragraph after bullets, second complete
 
sentence should say: 

"aU2 bedrock groundwater to the east and northeast of the Rotron, Inc. property is 
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threatened, but. .." 

RESPONSE 38: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 39: page 22, first column, third bullet should say: 

" ...to the east of the swale closer to the Rotron production well PW-2. The two wells in 
the swale are meant to supplement RW-8 ... " 

RESPONSE 39: Proposed change made. 

COMMENT 40: page 22, first column, fourth bullet should be modified as suggested in 
Comment 9 (RS Comment 27). 

RESPONSE 40: See Response 27. 

COMMENT 41: Figure No.8: The proposed eastern shallow groundwater interception 
trench may need to be installed closer to Plant 4 than shown because extremely steep 
slopes are found in the area currently indicated. The interception trench would be 
installed west of the small building found in this area, also taking into consideration any 
buried utilities in this area. 

RESPONSE 41: Figure 8 in the PRAP provides a conceptual layout of the proposed 
remedial systems or operations. It is understood that the exact locations where these 
remedial systems or operations will be installed or take place will be finalized during the 
remedial design phase of the project. 

COMMENT 42: Figure No.9: The proposed western French drain system is likely to 
intercept and be included within the area of proposed soil excavations, based on the 
present locations of capture wells RW-6 and RW-7 which are intended to be replaced by 
this remedy. Also, areas of proposed soil excavation will be extended eastward, more in 
the direction of the fonner drywell waste-line, rather than northward as presently shown, 
to maximize soil excavation over bedrock areas east of the swale. A modified sketch is 
shown. 

RESPONSE 42: See Response 41. 

COMMENT 43: Several public comments aired during the March 13,2001 PRAP 
public meeting identified concern about potential plume movement eastward from the 
Rotron property, general depletion ofwater well supplies, and the location of the existing 
off-site groundwater plume. In response to these comments, we offer the following 
observations: 

A network of six monitoring wells (MW-12C, MW-20, MW-25, MW-31, MW-32A and 
MW-32B) and Rotron's two production wells (PW-2 and PW-3) lie between the facility 
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and residential areas. No COCs have been detected in these wells in more than four years 
of routine sampling. In addition, the proposed remedy includes installation of yet three 
more bedrock monitoring wells between the site and any eastern neighbors. Under terms 
of the proposed Alternative A3 remedy, future detection of any meaningful COC 
concentration in any of these wells will trigger use of on-site extraction wells to capture 
impacted groundwater and so retain it on the site. This significant monitoring network 
between the existing impacted areas and Rotron's eastern neighbors makes individual 
residential well sampling unnecessary. 

RESPONSE 43: Comment is noted. The NYSDOH will determine whether sampling of 
individual residential wells of Rotron's eastern neighbors will be necessary in the future. 

COMMENT 44: Public concern about groundwater availability seemed to come from 
homeowners residing east of the Rotron property. The OUI hydrogeologic study 
conducted on Rotron's property indicated that bedrock groundwater near the swale does 
not migrate directly eastward. If this were the case, Rotron's on-site production wells 
PW-2 and PW-3 might have been impacted by COCs many years ago. Accordingly, 
continued and expanded (proposed) groundwater extraction in the vicinity of the swale, 
as defined under FS Alternative B4, will not reduce groundwater supplies which would 
otherwise migrate passively toward residences east of the Rotron facility. In addition, if 
contingency groundwater extraction proposed under Alternative A3 is ever warranted, 
aquifer testing will be required to evaluate on-site and off-site hydrogeologic impacts. In 
general, ifthere are currently groundwater shortages east of the Rotron facility, they are 
unlikely to be related to Rotron and more likely to be related to construction of new 
homes or greater water usage at existing homes, either of which would lead to 
competition among neighbors for existing groundwater supplies. 

RESPONSE 44: The NYSDEC generally agrees with the comment made, but there will 
need to be a aquifer evaluation completed as part of the process of installing the three 
new extraction wells called for in the Alternative B4 component of the remedy. 

COMMENT 45: The OUI Remedial Investigation as well as many years of sampling 
conducted by the Ulster County Department of Health confirmed that the existing 
groundwater plume emanating from the Rotron property lies west/northwest of the site. 
No plume has ever been detected east of the site. To ensure that the plume does not leave 
the area west of the Rotron site, groundwater is being extracted continuously from within 
this area to keep the former plume from moving. This action will also eventually reduce 
the residual plume concentration to negligible concentration. This area is bounded by 
various monitoring wells (MW-7, MW-21, MW-22, MW-23, MW-26 and MW-27) which 
are monitored quarterly to confirm that no COCs migrate out of this area into adjacent 
areas. In addition, and to complement the monitoring program scheduled to continue into 
the foreseeable future (e.g. 30 years +/-), Rotron has just completed more than two years 
of confirmatory monitoring of residential wells located adjacent to the plume area. This 
intensive additional sampling effort was conducted to ensure that COCs didn't migrate 
into adjacent residential wells while the new water supply extension was constructed. 
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There is no evidence based on site hydrogeologic interpretation or on existing 
groundwater quality data that a contaminant plume lies anywhere other than 
west/northwest of the Rotron site. 

RESPONSE 45: The NYSDEC agrees with the last sentence with the understanding 
that the OUI off-site bedrock aquifer contaminant plume to the west/northwest of the 
Rotron site is being referred to. 

COMMENT 46: In closing, PerkinElmer agrees with NYSDEC that the selected 
remedy represents a pro-active and appropriate response to conditions remaining in the 
OU2 area. 

RESPONSE 46: Comment is noted. 

A letter dated March 16,2001 was received from Steven Constant which included the 
following comments: 

COMMENT 47: The February 2001 NYSDEC report states, in part
"The total volume ofVOC impacted soils above cleanup values on the Rotron 
Property is estimated to be 45,000 cubic yards. More than 60 % of these soils lie 
under existing buildings, within 5 feet of the footing of these buildings, under the 
sanitary sand filter system or deeper than 9 foot below grade." 

Yet the report cites the following action 
"In the C-1 Building, Quonset Huts and Swale area, the excavation of 
approximately 500 cubic yards of VOC impacted soils the former drywall 
location." 

I believe it was in 1982 that I was invited by Rotron to witness soil excavation, and 
removal for aeration, at the plant 4 site. This was represented to me as a significant 
remedial step. 

RESPONSE 47: As stated on Page 13 of the PRAP, excavation of all impacted soil 
above TAGM cleanup objectives in the C-1 Building, Quonset Huts and Swale Area was 
considered (Alternative B3). This would have involved the excavation of approximately 
45,000 cubic yards of soil. As stated in the comment, a majority of these soils were 
either within 5 feet of the footings of the buildings that are used for active manufacturing 
purposes, under the sanitary sand filter system or were greater than 9 feet in depth. The 
removal, transport and disposal of these soils would severely impact plant operations, 
have a significant high cost relative to the benefit and still would leave impacted soils on 
site which are either under buildings or at to great a depth to feasiblely excavate. Instead, 
targeted excavation of contaminated soils was selected, with the remainder of the soils to 
be addressed indirectly by either shallow or bedrock groundwater recovery and treatment. 
Consequently, Alternative B3 was not carried through the detailed analysis of alternatives 
in the FS Report. 

COMMENT 48: The February 2001 NYSDEC report states, in part-
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"In the on-site overburden or shallow groundwater TCE was detected in recent sampling 
at levels up to 3,800 ppb, in MW-13 (swale area). 

"The New York State Class GA groundwater standard of all of these contaminants is 5 
ppb." 

(EPA standards are even less at 2.7 ppb.) 
The extent of the swale area is significant. On November 21, 1995 I had a phone 
conversation with Timothy Vickerson of the NYSDEC and he advised the furthest 
leaching he has experience is two miles. 

The site maps dated August 1995, prepared by the Chazen Companies, and circulated 
with your notice(s), do not adequately define the extent of affected swale areas to the 
south and southeast, although residents from the area commented with regard to 
extraction wells. At any rate two miles in any direction is a very significant area of 
contamination. 

RESPONSE 48: The extent of the on-site shallow groundwater plumes are accurately 
depicted in Figures 6 and 7 of the PRAP. The extent of the OUI bedrock groundwater 
plume is depicted in Figure 2 of the PRAP. The extent of the overburden groundwater 
contamination in the swale area is significant, but does not extend off the Rotron 
property. Mr. Vickerson was speaking generically, not about the Rotron-Woodstock Site 
in your conversation with him discussing lengths of groundwater contamination plumes. 
Plumes in Long Island high permeability sand and gravel formations can extend two 
miles. This is not the case for the Rotron-Woodstock site, where overburden soils 
typically consist of low permeability glacial till materials. 

COMMENT 49: At the March 13,2001 meeting you indicated an extraction well has 
been continually pumping 12 gallons per minute. That comes to 17,280 gallons per day 
and 6,307,200 gallons per year. Again, indicative of a very significant problem. Further 
one of the residents from the area of the extraction well commented at the meeting that 
homeowners in the area of the extraction well were experiencing low water and dry wells. 

RESPONSE 49: See Response 9. 

COMMENT 50: Rotron tested my water from July '82 to September '85. Those tests 
were for trichloroethylene and trichloroethane. It wasn't until your notice circulated in 
November 1995, that I was made aware Freon 113 was also involved in the spill. Surely 
Rotron was aware of this. Why didn't Rotron include Freon 113 in their testing? (I note 
two tests of my water conducted by the DOH did cover multiple chemicals.) A major 
concern of mine is that from what I have read, commercial grades of TCE contain 
mutagenic impurities. 

RESPONSE 50: Analysis for Freon 113 requires an additional laboratory calibration 
then is typically required when analyzing for VOCs and must be specifically requested 
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when Freon 113 is suspected to be present in a sample. The OUI and the OU2 remedial 
investigations work plans both required an analyses for Freon 113. Generally, when 
Freon 113 has been detected in groundwater samples, other site related VOCs have been 
detected. Off site residential filter systems installed since the early 1980's by Rotron 
would have treated for all VOCs, including Freon 113. 

COMMENT 51: Just prior to the March 13,2001 meeting I had a phone conversation 
with the DOH official. He described the plant building as a reservoir for the contaminant 
(to wit item 2 herein), and that it was not possible to get to it without taking down the 
building-apparently something Rotron is unwilling to do. Further, he advised that to the 
extent it's in the bedrock (especially fractured bedrock) it's impossible to remove, or as I 
was told "you can't go down there and expect to dynamite it out." 

The February 2001 NYSDEC report proposes remedial action to include ground water 
interception trenches, monitoring wells maintained for up to thirty years, excavation of 
500 cubic yards ofVOC impacted soil and two additional be rock recovery wells. This at 
a cost of $760,000 and an estimated $56,666 annually for a period up to 30 years, 
resulting in a total "estimated present worth cost of $1 ,523,000," which it is anticipated 
EG&G Rotron will fund. 

The proposed remedy is unsatisfactory, because it does not insure residents a permanent 
potable water supply and offers no overall protection of public health and the 
environment over a short term or long term period. 

RESPONSE 51: The NYSDEC respectfully disagrees with the concluding statement. 
The NYSDEC, in consultation with the NYSDOH, believes that the selected remedy is 
protective of human health and the environment over both the short and long term. 

COMMENT 52: At the March 13th meeting, I suggested installation of a permanent 
potable water supply, such as extension of Woodstock public water, as was afforded 
certain resident in 1999. This was dismissed by you and the DOH official as too high a 
cost for Rotron(PerkinElmer) to bear. Based on a February 17,2001 Standard & Poors 
report, Perkin Elmer has

-Stock Market Capitalization of- $4,367,000,000 
-Annual Revenues (12/31/00) of - $1,695,000,000 

The proposed "estimated present worth cost", for remedial action, to Perkin Elmer, in the 
amount of $1,523,000 represents

3/1 0,000 of a percent of their Stock Market Capitalization 
and 

slightly less than 1/1 ,000 of a percent of Annual Revenues. 

RESPONSE 52: As indicated in Responses 7 and 8, extension of public water to any 
area other than those already serviced is not warranted. I do not believe that it was 
indicated at the public meeting that it was too high a cost for PerkinElmer to bear. 
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Rather, the NYSDEC would not request that a responsible party fund a remedy that the 
NYSDEC found unnecessary. 

COMMENT 53: In my opinion the remedial proposal, in tenns of remedy and cost, is 
tantamount to treating a cancer with a band-aid. 

RESPONSE 53: Comment is noted. See previous responses with respect to the 
adequacy of the selected remedy. 

A letter dated March 15,2001 was received from Gerald and Laura Ricci which included 
the following comments: 

COMMENT 54: Prior to the installation of the bedrock ground water recovery well in 
1997, we cannot recall anyone on our street that had to extend his or her wells in the 
previous 20 years. In the last few years 3 of approximately 20 houses have had to extend 
their wells. Adding 3 more recovery wells seems to present a risk to the potable water 
supply on my street. 

a. If the wells are necessary, it seems prudent that the water be treated and 
returned to the aquifer so that it is not depleted. 

b. If the water cannot be returned to the aquifer, the wells should not be drilled. 

RESPONSE 54: See Response 9 above. Currently the treated groundwater from 
recovery well RW-8 is discharged to surface water in the swale on the western side ofthe 
Rotron property. The swale is in direct contact with the overburden groundwater which 
in tum recharges the underlying bedrock aquifer. Although some ofthe surface water 
serves as a feeder to the small streams flowing both north and south from the swale area, 
some surface water also infiltrates into the overburden. During dry periods of the year, 
this percentage would increase. It should also be noted that the current and future 
extraction rates for groundwater remediation purposes is a small percentage of the overall 
annual recharge rates from precipitation over the Rotron property. Returning all the 
treated groundwater directly to the bedrock aquifer would be difficult, but can be 
evaluated during the pre-design phase of the OU2 remedial program. 

COMMENT 55: On our property, we have two wells that are 30 feet apart. One is deep 
and the water has a lot of sulfur and iron. The other is shallower and has water that can 
be used with no treating. Based on our experience on this land, we are uncomfortable that 
widely dispersed wells are being used to monitor without testing the wells on our 
property. We suggest that a provision be added to the plan to allow all wells on adjoining 
property to be tested yearly. 

RESPONSE 55: See Responses 7 and 10. 
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APPENDIXB 

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 

Operable Unit No.2
 
Rotron-Woodstock Inactive Hazardous Waste Site
 

Town of Woodstock, Ulster County, New York
 
Site No. 3-56-009
 

A.	 Reports and Work Plans 

Record of Decision, Operable Unit No.1 Rotron-Woodstock Site #3-56-009 dated March 
1997, prepared by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. 

Aquifer Pumping Test - RW-9, Rotron Woodstock, 9 Hasbrouck Lane, Woodstock, New 
York - June 1999 prepared by The Chazen Companies. 

Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site #3-56-009 Operable Unit #2 Remedial 
Investigation RtllJort, Rotron, Inc. Woodstock Facilitv, Woodstock, New York - (main 
text plus three volumes of appendices) prepared by The Chazen Companies. 

Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site #3-56-009 Operable Unit #2 Feasibility Study 
Draft Report, Rotron, Inc. Woodstock Facility, Woodstock, New York - prepared by 
The Chazen Companies. 

Proposed Remedial Action Plan, Operable Unit No.2 Rotron-Woodstock Site #3-56-009 
dated February 2001, prepared by the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation. 

B.	 Order on Consent 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation "In the Matter of the 
Development and Implementation of a Remedial Program for an Inactive Hazardous 
Waste Disposal Site Under Article 27, Title 13 and Article 71, Title 27 of the 
Environmental Conservation Law of the State of New York by Rotron, Inc., Respondent" 
Order on Consent Index # W3-0719-95-02 dated December 18, 1995. 

C.	 Letters and Correspondence 

1.	 Michael 1. Komoroske to Mr. James D. McIver, Jr. in letter dated November 15, 
1996. 

2.	 Russell Urban-Mead, CPO (The Chazen Companies) on behalf ofPerkinElmer, 



Inc. (f/k/a EG&G, Inc. and the fonner parent corporation to Rotron, Inc.) in letter 
dated March 14,2001. 

3. Gerald and Laura Ricci in letter dated March 15, 2001 

4. Steven Constant in letter dated March 16,2001. 
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